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ABSTRACT
My Favorite Thing is Monster Theory: Horror Comics and deMONSTRating Difference
in Emil Ferris’s My Favorite Thing is Monsters
by
Jennifer Rossberg
Advisor: Nancy K. Miller
My Favorite Thing is Monsters (2017) by Emil Ferris opens with the same etymological
analysis of the word monster as Rosemarie Garland Thomson’s landmark disability studies
article, “From Wonder to Error: A Discourse on Freak Genealogy” (1991). The protagonist of
Ferris’s swirling, sketchbook-style thriller, Karen Reyes, is a mixed-race queer adolescent
growing up in noirish 1960’s Chicago who longs to be a werewolf so she can bite and save her
cancer-afflicted mother. After fleeing an imaginary, pitchfork-wielding M.O.B.—an acronym for
“mean, ordinary, & boring” people—Karen explains that, “The dictionary says the word monster
comes from the Latin word ‘monstrum’ which means ‘to show’ (like deMONSTRate) but the
M.O.B. says, ‘We’ve never seen monsters, to they can’t be there’… the truth is that there are a
lot of things we don’t see every day that are right under our noses—like germs and electricity
and just maybe—monsters are right under our noses, too…” Garland Thomson uses the same
breakdown of the word “demonstrate” to exemplify the creep of monstrosity into ordinary
speech, but expands further: “Never simply itself, the exceptional body betokens something else,
becomes revelatory, sustains narrative, exists socially in a realm of hyper-representation. Indeed,
the word monster [is] perhaps the earliest and most enduring name for the singular body” (3).
The monstrous body is, according to Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, “pure culture. A construct and a
projection, the monster exists only to be read… Like a letter on the page, the monster signifies
something other than itself” (4). So, what do the letters—or perhaps more aptly, the strokes of
Ferris’s ballpoint pen—on the pages of My Favorite Thing is Monsters signify?
Printed on imitation notebook paper and illustrated entirely in ballpoint pen, My Favorite
Thing is Monsters plays with the history of horror comics and high art alike. Its monstrous
metaphors are varied and complex: Karen is a budding lesbian who illustrates herself as a
werewolf, Franklin, her gay Black classmate, becomes Frankenstein’s monster, and Anka
Silverberg, Karen’s upstairs neighbor and a mentally ill Holocaust survivor, is illustrated with
blue skin. By reading My Favorite Thing is Monsters through the lens of monster theory and
unpacking the differences deMONSTRated in Ferris’s portraits of Karen, Franklin, and Anka, I
will illuminate how this graphic novel calls upon an artistic history of horror comics and asserts a
complex vision of generative, queer identification with monstrosity.
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Introduction: The Monster Mash
Like a hidden monster lurching forth from the shadows, Emil Ferris was a completely
unknown artist who burst onto the comic book scene as a debut author at age 55 with the
publication of My Favorite Thing is Monsters in 2017. She swept the comics awards ceremonies
with two Ignatz wins in 2017—Outstanding Graphic Novel and Outstanding Artist—and three
Eisner awards in 2018—Best New Graphic Album, Best Writer/Artist, and Best Coloring. After
contracting West Nile virus at the age of 40 and becoming partially paralyzed in three of her limbs,
the then-freelance artist began work on My Favorite Thing is Monsters as a creative outlet inspired
by her own queer childhood and her Jewish family’s experience in the Holocaust (Thielman).
Despite the first printing being held hostage at the Panama Canal due to the shipping company
going bankrupt just as the book was en route to the States from its South Korean printer, it finally
published to incredible fanfare in 2017, securing coverage in the New York Times, the Wall Street
Journal, the Washington Post, and NPR’s Fresh Air, and earning Ferris personal praise from Art
Spiegelman (Ferris says she burst into tears of joy upon meeting him) (Thielman). Spiegelman, the
creator of Maus and a huge source of inspiration for Ferris, said in an interview with the New York
Times, “Emil Ferris is one of the most important comics artists of our time… She uses the
sketchbook idea as a way to change the grammar and syntax of the comics page. And she came out
of nowhere. Until recently, no one was aware of Emil—including Emil,” (Jennings). Bookended by
another famed comics creator, My Favorite Thing is Monster features a blurb from Alison Bechdel
on the back praising it as “a monster of a book, in the best possible way.”
The graphic novel is indeed a Brobdingnagian addition to the queer comics canon. Just over
8 inches wide and 10 inches tall this 400-plus-page book has a heft when in hand that might scare
off lily-livered potential readers. The plus-sized paperback is a recreation of a 3-ring notebook,
1

with blue and red lined college rule paper, photorealistic binder ring holes, and a printed metal
spiral running along the inner edge of each page. Ferris’s illustrations bounce between cartoon
monsters and highly realistic portraits, all rendered in tightly crosshatched linework done
completely in ballpoint pen. The homemade feel of the materials—lined paper, cheap pens, and
illusory paraphernalia like paperclips, Valentine’s Day cards, loose leaf drawings tucked in for safe
keeping—adds to the idea the reader has just stumbled upon the sketchbook diary of the young
protagonist, Karen Reyes, the admitted avatar of the author (Jennings). Ferris seems unconcerned
with the believability of the conceit that a ten-year-old girl created such accomplished illustrations
with her school supplies, and instead assumes the reader is along for the ride. Her panels bleed into
one another or there are no panels at all, cross-hatched recreations of fine art are juxtaposed with
campy horror comic covers, and the story lurches back and forth between the present day and
flashbacks in a narrative blur. Between its size, its sketchbook facsimile, and Ferris’s formal
deviations, My Favorite Thing is Monsters embodies the idea of monstrosity as uncategorizable.
When she was a child the same age as the title character, Ferris too resisted categorization—as she
explains in one interview, “I didn’t ever want to be a woman. I mean, it just did not look like a
good thing, nor did being a man, because it felt like they were being victimized by the same
system… They were being constrained to behave in these ways that weren’t authentic and didn’t
allow them to realize their full personhood, either. Being a monster seemed like the absolute best
solution” (Thielman).
My Favorite Thing is Monsters embraces monstrosity as “the best solution” to escaping
society’s smothering expectations to be like the “normate,” the humanist ideal of the “unmarked”
white, heterosexual, able-bodied, rational male, as Aidan Diamond and Lauranne Poharec define in
their introduction to “Freaked and Othered Bodies in Comics” (403). Ferris’s graphic novel opens
2

with the same etymological analysis of the word monster as Rosemarie Garland Thomson’s
landmark disability studies article, “From Wonder to Error: A Discourse on Freak Genealogy”
(1991). The protagonist of Ferris’s swirling, sketchbook-style thriller, Karen Reyes, is a mixed-race
queer adolescent growing up in noirish 1960’s Chicago who longs to be a werewolf so she can bite
and save her cancer-afflicted mother. After fleeing an imaginary, pitchfork-wielding M.O.B.—an
acronym for “mean, ordinary, & boring” people—Karen explains that, “The dictionary says the
word monster comes from the Latin word ‘monstrum’ which means ‘to show’ (like deMONSTRate)
but the M.O.B. says, ‘We’ve never seen monsters, to they can’t be there’… the truth is that there
are a lot of things we don’t see every day that are right under our noses—like germs and electricity
and just maybe—monsters are right under our noses, too…” (emphasis original).1 Garland
Thomson uses the same breakdown of the word “demonstrate” to exemplify the creep of
monstrosity into ordinary speech, but expands further: “Never simply itself, the exceptional body
betokens something else, becomes revelatory, sustains narrative, exists socially in a realm of hyperrepresentation. Indeed, the word monster [is] perhaps the earliest and most enduring name for the
singular body” (3). Ferris’s work is overflowing with these kinds of “singular bodies”—disabled
and ill people, queer folks, people of color, and poor people—all standing in for political issues
including ablism, homophobia, racism, and classicism. Garland Thomson’s concept of “freak
genealogy” explains that as science came to supplant religion in the modern age, the freaked body
was no longer worshipped as godsend, idol, or “wonder,” but instead dissected and pathologized,
treated as an “error” in need of medical correction (2). My Favorite Thing is Monsters, as its title
suggests, rewinds this trajectory, returning wonder (favor) to freakery and reclaiming the word

1
Ferris’s graphic novel is hand lettered, and certain words are marked as bolder, italicized, or given a ‘horror font’
treatment of wiggly lines meant to recall the sensation of shivering with fear. When quoting from the book, I use italics
or bold font in imitation of Ferris’s lettering. I have also photographed pages and included them for visual reference as
there is no pagination in the book, as though its labyrinthian design was specifically intended to repel nosy scholars
seeking citations.
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“monster” as a title to be celebrated.
A sign of the times every time that she speaks, the monster’s body is a “meaning machine”
as Jack Halberstam explains in Skin Shows: Gothic Horror and the Technology of Monsters (1995),
creating an epistemological crisis in which the character, writer, and reader all ask, “Do I read or
am I written? Am I monster or monster maker? Am I monster hunter or hunted? Am I human or
other?” (36). Garland Thomson, too, asserts that exceptional bodies are the maps onto which
culture charts individual and national values; freaks are always politicized, always stripped of their
personhood by those looking to colonize and capitalize upon difference (2). Springing from
poststructuralism and a kind of evil twin to queer or postcolonial theory (Mittman and Hensel x-xi),
monster theory wrestles with the classification of the Other: “a body marked by disability and
deformity; race and religion; sexuality and gender identity; physical and mental illnesses; injuries,
age and prosthetics; and many alternative categories of difference” (Diamond 403). The monstrous
body is, according to Jeffrey Jerome Cohen in his article “Monster Culture (Seven Theses),” “pure
culture. A construct and a projection, the monster exists only to be read… Like a letter on the page,
the monster signifies something other than itself” (4). So, what do the letters—or more aptly, the
strokes of Ferris’s ballpoint pen—on the pages of My Favorite Thing is Monsters signify?
The characters in Ferris’s graphic novel represent a range of so-called abnormal bodies:
Karen, a mixed-race lesbian, Franklin, a Black gay boy, and Anka, a mentally ill Jewish Holocaust
survivor, have their monstrous otherness marked with werewolf teeth and fur, Frankenstein’s
monster’s scars, and blue skin, respectively. In the text, Karen distinguishes between “good
monsters”—people labeled as monstrous for being different, i.e. racial and ethnic others, queer
folks, disabled people, and the poor—and “bad monsters”—people who choose cruelty and abuse,
like Nazis, sexual abusers, and Karen’s schoolyard bullies. I wish to push Ferris’s monster thesis
4

further, however, by drawing upon trans scholar Susan Stryker’s performance-piece-turned-essay,
“My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix: Performing Transgender
Rage,” which wrestles back accusations of monstrosity from the greedy clutches of transphobic
bigots, and reclaims the term “monster” the same way other groups have reappropriated slurs like
“dyke,” “fag,” “queer,” “slut,” and “whore” (Stryker 246). While Stryker’s work focuses on
transgender rage, through which stigma “itself becomes the source of transformative power” (253),
I also want to hone in on moments of monstrous joy, such as her declaration that, “I do not fall
from the grace of their company—I roar gleefully away from it like a Harley-straddling, dildopacking leatherdyke from hell” (246) and the possibility of positively identifying with and
celebrating what others label “monstrous.” Karen clearly delights in illustrating the differences
embodied by the diverse cast of characters occupying her neighborhood, and the brilliant
singularity of the title (is monsters) insists upon a “proliferation of monsters” that, as Hillary Chute
explains in her essay “Feminist Graphic Art,” “doesn’t only do one thing” (170). Monsters are how
Karen understands herself and her world, they are both internal identifiers and external signifiers.
At times there seems to be a possibility for monstrous solidarities; at other times, the monsters of
the text are too “bad,” as Karen says, to be redeemed. By reading My Favorite Thing is Monsters
through the lens of monster theory and unpacking the differences deMONSTRated in Ferris’s
portraits of Karen, Franklin, and Anka, I will illuminate how this graphic novel calls upon an
artistic history of horror comics and asserts a complex vision of generative, queer identification
with monstrosity.
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Chapter 1: Eeek! A Brief History of Horror Comics

Figure 1 – “Renowned Creatures of Movieville” 1967 cover from My Favorite Thing is Monsters
Figure 2 – “Famous Monsters of Filmland” June 1961 cover, famousmonsters.com
Comics are formally well positioned to the queer art of monster-making. As Darieck Scott
and Ramzi Fawaz write in their introduction to Queer About Comics (2018), “The medium has had
a long history as a top reading choice among those ‘queer’ subjects variously called sexual
deviants, juvenile delinquents, dropouts, the working class, and minorities of all stripes” (197). Just
as readers of Gothic novels were increasingly referred to as “degenerates” in the 1890s by the
intelligentsia anxious about the rise of popular literature (Halberstam 12), so too have comics come
to represent subversive, alternative storytelling made for the masses. Dwelling in this aesthetic
tradition, both homemade and horrific, My Favorite Thing is Monsters plays with the form of
comics itself, harmonizing Karen’s kitsch monster-mash imagery with the emotional realism of
6

Ferris’s characters. The homage to 1960’s horror comics jumps off the very first page, which is
also Karen’s first cover recreation: the snarling head of a werewolf bursts from a bright yellow
backdrop beneath the illuminated title, “Renowned Creatures of Movieville” (Figure 1). This is a
comically tongue-in-cheek allusion to Forrest J. Ackerman’s Famous Monsters of Filmland (Figure
2), published by Warren Publishers from 1958 to 1983 to capitalize on the movie monster craze of
the era (Labarre). Everything from the bold type and the banners of text along the bottom of the
page, to the exploding word bubble boasting, “The best monster magazine EVER!” is etched out by
Ferris’s ballpoint pen, with layers of thinly lined ink building on one another to create the texture in
the monster’s fur and the glowing effect of the background, lending a linework intimacy to what
would normally be a mass-produced image. We learn later that these horror covers, which serve as
pseudo-chapter markers throughout the book, are loving recreations of Karen’s favorite covers
which she has obsessively reproduced in her journal, as though she (and through her, Ferris) is
reinscribing her relationship to the art history of horror again and again. Her favorite magazines
bear names like Ghastly and Dread—playful spin-offs of real publications like Creepy and Eerie,
the black and white monster magazines that sprung up to fill the consumer void left when
Entertainment Comics (hereafter EC), publisher of Tales from the Crypt, was all but shuttered after
the institution of the Comics Code Authority (hereafter CCA) (Labarre). The legacy of the CCA
still haunts comics today, and as I will explore further, the censorship of horror comics is just one
part of a larger campaign of sociocultural oppression unfolding in the 1950’s and 60’s.
Child psychiatrist Frederic Wertham is perhaps the best-known bogeyman of the comics
industry. His book about the ill effects of comics—particularly horror comics—on the minds of
children, Seduction of the Innocent: The Influence of Comics Books on Today’s Youth, sold more
than sixteen thousand copies within six months of its publication in 1954 (Tilley 384). The book
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was used as evidence, and Wertham as a key witness, in hearings for the Senate’s Subcommittee on
Juvenile Delinquency that same year, which culminated in the institution of the CCA, a set of rules
that would determine which comics would get a government-sanctioned stamp of approval. The
white postage stamp reading “Approved by the Comics Code Authority” printed on the cover
would have a huge impact on sales, and without it, distributors could refuse to sell a comic. While
Wertham did not personally advocate for the totalizing censorship of the CCA and instead
suggested that age ranges be enforced for readers, like with movies today, the fact that his book, as
Carol Tilley uncovered in recent years “manipulated, overstated, compromised, and fabricated
evidence… for rhetorical gain,” cannot be overlooked, nor its impact understated (386). He
believed all “crime comics” were harmful, and that this genre expanded to include more than just
detective stories—it meant any “comic books that depict crime, whether the setting is urban,
Western, science-fiction, jungle, adventure or the realm of supermen, ‘horror’ or supernatural
beings” (Tilley 390). Although Wertham was an advocate for racial equality, even providing key
witness testimony in favor of desegregation for Brown v. Board of Education, this same
progressivism did not extend to his views on gay people. His book was pointedly homophobic,
claiming that “Batman and Robin offered readers ‘a wish dream of two homosexuals living
together,’” and Wonder Woman “reinforced ‘violent revenge fantasies against men and possibly
creates these violent anti-men (therefore homosexual) fantasies’” (Tilley 393-5). Ironically,
Wertham’s influence on the CCA would also lead to racist censorship as Daniel Yezbick unpacks
in his reading of the EC sci-fi comic “Judgement Day!”
One of EC’s famous “preachies,” “Judgement Day!” was originally published in 1953. It
describes a human astronaut judging whether or not a robot planet can be admitted to an
international alliance, finding their society to be too backward and racist against differently colored
8

robots, and finally pulling off his helmet at the end to reveal the twist—the astronaut was a Black
man all along! When William Gaines of EC wanted to run the story again in 1955, post-CCA, the
censor—head of the Comics Magazine Association of America, Charles Murphy—is reported to
have told him, “You can’t have a Negro,” in the story, apparently gesturing towards the CCA rule
forbidding racism in comics (Yezbick 22). After Murphy backpedaled to request that the sweat be
removed from the astronaut’s face in the final frame, Gaines apparently shouted, “Fuck you!” over
the phone and re-ran the comic as-is (Yezbick 22). As Yezbick notes, “If Feldstein’s account of the
angry exchanges between Gaines and Murphy surrounding the rejection of ‘Judgment Day!’ is
indeed accurate, they inspire a number of useful queries about race, freedom of speech, and the
implicit prejudices of institutional surveillance of the media” (23). Indeed, the censorship of horror
comics coincided with larger cultural campaigns suppressing the differences unfolding in America
at the time. One comic artist illustrating the Senate Hearings on Juvenile Delinquency even
depicted Joseph McCarthy bursting into the room only to be corrected, “No, no, Senator! We’re
investigating comics, not commies!” (Pizzino 638).
Perhaps because “the monster is always the harbinger of category crisis,” (Cohen 6) the
CCA was not only concerned with how state power was represented in comics—“Policemen,
judges, government officials and respected institutions shall never be presented in such a way as to
create disrespect for established authority” (Cotter 12)—but also how race, disability, sexuality,
and yes, literal monsters, were depicted. Yezbick describes how racist caricature was ostensibly
prohibited in the CCA; the code also forbade “references to physical afflictions or deformities,”
“sex perversion or any inference to same,” (sic) and of course, “scenes dealing with, or instruments
associated with walking dead, torture, vampires and vampirism, ghouls, cannibalism and
werewolfism” (Cotter 13). The parallels the CCA drew between social abnormalities and literal
9

monstrosity are striking, but perhaps they were not wrong to suspect horror comics of pedaling in
antiauthoritarian sentiment. As Zach Kruse notes in his analysis of Warren Publications, the
publisher of Ferris’s favorites, Creepy, Eerie, and Famous Monsters of Filmland, their 1960’s
monster magazines were not only following in the footsteps EC’s 1950’s horror aesthetic, but also
imitating EC’s “sharp, left-leaning political tongue,” and questioning, “racial and colonial powers
as they are challenged and thwarted by occult, supernatural forces” (148). The legacy of 1950’s
horror comics, therefore, continued into the 1960’s comics and horror magazines that Emil Ferris,
and by extension Karen, grew up reading. Their metaphoric monsters crept between the decades,
eventually eluding the watchful eye of the CCA.
I posit that the CCA wanted to censor monsters not just because they were scaring all the
innocent kiddies reading comics, but because of what those monsters represented: a fear of
difference. Christopher Pizzino suggests in his analysis of Wertham and the CCA that comics
culture revels in this difference, in its marginalized position from “legitimate culture” and alliance
with, as Scott and Fawaz reinforced, the outcast, the oddball, the freak, the queer, and even the
monstrous other. Analysis of comic book monsters, then, should also incorporate what Pizzino
refers to as, “a critical interest in the wariness, defensiveness, and hostility that often characterize
comics culture” (634). My Favorite Thing is Monsters plays with this very push-pull of high art and
low culture that bedevils the history of comics, mutating museum pieces into horror comic panels
and maintaining a queer, monstrous mindset all the while.

10

Figure 3 – Karen’s recreation of Henry Fuseli’s “The Nightmare,” (1781)
In addition to campy horror comic covers, Karen recreates pieces of art hanging in
museums, such as Henry Fuseli’s “The Nightmare,” as she calls it—Ferris’s text horsing around
with the wordplay in the painting’s title (Figure 3). Most of the paintings Karen redraws are from
the Chicago Institute of Art but this one hangs in the Detroit Institute, and as she explains, was the
centerpiece (now centerfold) of a memorable day trip with her older brother Deeze, also an artist,
who has coached Karen’s drawing skills and appreciation of horror. The painting has been
illustrated with Ferris’s meticulous crosshatching, the same as a comic cover, and the text
reinforces this likeness between the monsters in the painting and Karen’s monster magazines: “My
brother claims that the painting is ‘sexy.’ He says I could think of it as history’s first horror comic
11

cover… and considering the whole arithmetic of boobs + monsters = horror, I guess he’s probably
right… According to Deeze this painting inspired one of the first horror writers, Mary Shelley, who
later wrote ‘Frankenstein’.” By labeling it “history’s first horror comic,” Karen positions the
painting as a first installment in her personal ghoulish artistic legacy, and Ferris’s linework further
equalizes high art and horror comics, recapturing both Fuseli and Forrest J. Ackerman within the
same densely detailed linework. Just as Scott McCloud describes how expressionist painters
created a “frightening subjective approach” with their whirling, swirling lines, so too does each
stroke of Ferris’s ballpoint pen convey the intense emotionality, or in this case sensuality, of her
subject (McCloud 121-2). This reproduction’s handmade-ness calls to mind the hands that made it,
and the implied sexuality of this artistic production is made explicit in Karen’s comparison of the
“swooning lady” to the covers of Mama’s romance novels and her equation that “boobs + monsters
= horror,” an algorithm clearly echoed in her comic book covers (Figures 4 and 5). On the covers
of Ghastly, lascivious, dark beasts attack innocent, unsuspecting white women or straight, white
couples—the racial component of which also represents white fear of miscegenation (Cohen 10). In
almost all the covers, large-breasted women are ravaged by monsters (Figure 4), or heterosexual
couples are terrorized and torn asunder, disrupting normal, reproductive sexuality (Figure 5).
Karen’s act of recreating these covers, then, becomes almost masturbatory in its fixation on
reinscribing the horrific sexuality of this art again and again. At first Karen balks when her brother
calls Fuseli’s painting “sexy,” labeling him “gross” as he jokes, “That horsey is totally into
watching!” But is Karen truly repulsed by this queer, monstrous sexuality? Or is she worried
instead that her brother will recognize his same kind of lust reflected in her own eyes, making her
the monster?
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Figure 4: Ghastly: “Kiss of the Warlock” // Figure 5: Ghastly: “The Devil’s Picnic”
Jeffrey Jerome Cohen explains that monsters are inextricably bound up in sexuality, that
“fear of the monster is really a kind of desire,” with monsters functioning as “vehicles for causative
fantasies” that society might otherwise deem unnatural, perverse, even queer (16-8). As Karen
points out in her horror equation and as Halberstam reinforces in his reading of Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein—which Karen includes in her description of Fuseli’s “Nightmare”—monsters and
their perversion of the human form are linked “to an extreme fear of feminine sexual response”
(Halberstam 29). Does this swooning woman, who Karen points out could just as easily be on the
cover of a bodice-ripping romance novel, moan with terror or with sexual ecstasy? Do her parted
lips and flushed cheeks signify fear or pleasure? Or perhaps, both at once. Importantly, though, her
eyes are closed: she is unable to see the monster on her chest and the dark horse at her feet that
Karen, Deeze, and we the reader observe. As Halberstam points out, “the monster is the obscenity
13

of the surface, unwatchable, a masterpiece of horror that cannot be viewed without terror,” making
it a visual mechanism for, once again, deMONSTRating categorical differences (38). Just as the
woman closes her eyes to a nightmarish confrontation, Karen represses and ignores her own
monstrous difference, her lesbianism.
Despite her best efforts to brush off her brother’s perversity and ignore her own feelings
about Fuseli’s first horror comic cover, Karen’s same-sex crush on her neighbor, Anka Silverberg,
rears its head as she ponders the painting: “For some reason while we were in front of Fuseli’s
masterpiece, I thought about Anka. Sometimes she screams in the middle of the night and Mr.
Silverberg comes down and apologizes. ‘Only a bad dream,’ he says, but when I look at the
painting I see the way the bedspread looks like… blood, and the way the stitched mattress looks
like the ribs of a corpse… Sure the demon is a problem but something from her past is torturing the
lady in the painting.” Karen cannot separate Anka from her trauma which, as I will explore in depth
in chapter 4, seems to emanate from her very skin, marking her as mentally ill and reminding the
reader of Anka’s nightmares lurking just out of sight. Karen’s description of “blood” and the “ribs
of a corpse” render the surface of Fuseli’s painted fabrics into a mutilated body, and the beautiful,
swooning woman is suddenly surrounded by piecemeal monster parts, laying on a bed of allusions
to Frankenstein’s monster. The combination of Ferris’s crosshatching, which aesthetically
equalizes high art hanging in a museum with horror comic covers, and Karen’s commentary on the
monstrous sexuality of both Fuseli and her comic books (“boobs + monsters = horror”) unifies
several ideas about the form and meaning of monsters as sexual and as signifiers for something else
lurking beneath their scary surface. This sequence in My Favorite Thing is Monsters asserts that the
monster haunts every dark corner of Western artistic tradition, from high culture to the low, and its
socially salient implications should be given equal treatment whether a monstrous metaphor is
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housed in a museum or in a comics collection. As a fear of the queer slinks into frame, the fur and
fangs Karen always draws herself with gradually reveal themselves to be signifiers of her own
sexual difference.
Chapter 2: I Was a Teenage Werewolf

Figure 6 – Karen’s inner wolf comes out
Another allegorical nightmare, Karen’s recurring “villager dream,” is the opening sequence
for My Favorite Thing is Monsters as I discussed in my introduction. Karen first shifts into a
werewolf as she is hunted by a pitchfork-wielding “M.O.B.,” mean, ordinary, & boring people, or
the “normate” which Diamond and Poharec label as the humanist ideal of a straight, white, rational
man and antithesis to the abnormal monster (403). The text over her lycanthropic transformation
comically doubles as a euphemism for masturbation, immediately implying that Karen’s
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werewolfism stands in for her queer sexuality. As The Trogg’s Wild Thing plays in the background,
Karen narrates, “I turned up the volume to hide what I was doing because… it would’ve
completely sucked if… Mama had come in and found me doing it… But I started moaning real
loud like Deeze when he used to have his ‘boy’s dreams’…” If the following page did not affix this
playful narration to literal shapeshifting, one could only assume that adolescent Karen was
discovering the perverse pleasures of self-love. On the page depicting Karen’s first shift to her full
werewolf form (Figure 6), we see Karen framed, small, in the top right corner, casting long
shadows as she sits on her bed. The view zooms in and the panels evaporate as she raises her
fanged underbite toward the moonlight leaking through her window, lighting her in the highcontrast horror one might see in a Universal monster flick. On the bottom half of the page, Karen
flails clawed fingers in front of her face, her clothing rips, and her hairy legs bend back
unnaturally, all while her text bubble explains, “My bones got longer and cracked into new shapes.
Just like Larry Talbot in ‘The Wolfman.’ My skin and ligaments got thick and stretched. My teeth
grew out to be finger-long and jagged. The nightgown which Mama was so proud of finding for a
steal, had ripped to shreds. It was a shame because even though I never liked the girly look of the
nightie, I knew that Mama would be super disappointed because I hadn’t ‘taken good care of my
things.’ Even though they were far away—I could sense that the mob was getting closer and
closer.” The vestiges of Karen’s girlishness, symbolized by the floral nightgown her mother gave
her, fall away along with her very humanity as new animalistic features like her teeth, claws, and
fur spring up instead. She does not become masculine as opposed to feminine, but rather monstrous
as opposed to human. A horror comic, Dread, lays at her feet beside some sort of mutated teddy
bear, both adding to the iconography of a not-normal childhood, as she imagines herself as Lon
Chenay Jr.’s character in the horror classic The Wolf Man (1941). Karen’s obsession with monsters
ensnares the typical coming-of-age moment of masturbation, and monstrous metaphor sublimates
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her blossoming queer sexuality. Whether Karen’s werewolf avatar functions as a mask behind
which she can hide her queerness or as a radical reclamation of that which marks her as different
changes throughout the text, just like the ever-shifting form of the werewolf, a creature marked by
its queer boundary-breaking.
In Phillip A. Bernhardt-House’s article, “The Werewolf as Queer, the Queer as Werewolf,
and Queer Werewolves,” he traces the history of werewolves in the West from their origins in
antiquity and medieval European folklore and asserts that the mutating half-man half-canine
creature has long represented the same “beastly, unnatural and atavistic natures often imputed to
queer people” (159). From the homoerotic connotation of wolves lustfully preying upon sheep
which can be found in literature as far back as Plato, to the modern nomenclature for the sex
position “doggy style,” canine sexuality is conceived of as bestial, wild, and predatory (BernhardtHouse 161). Werewolves are also “queer” in their disruption of biological and social order,
although the morality of their transgressive nature varies from tale to tale. Sometimes they are
portrayed as cunningly evil and perverse. Lycaon, from Ovid’s Metamorphoses of 8 AD, is the first
werewolf in Western literature and tries to trick the god Jupiter, a guest in his house, into eating the
body of a servant, thereby violating principals of hospitality and the cannibalism taboo. Jupiter
punishes Lycaon by turning him into a wolf, “a monstrous semblance of that lawless, godless state
to which his actions would drag humanity back” (Cohen 13). Other stories, such as that told by
Gerald of Wales in 1200, portray werewolves as sympathetic monsters, humans surviving an
unlucky curse. When a talking wolf solicits a traveling priest to give last rites to his dying wolfwife, the priest peels back the skin of the she-wolf to reveal an old woman inside and decides to
grant his fellow Christian a proper burial (Mittman and Hensel x). Bernhardt-House even describes
an actual werewolf trial from the seventeenth century in Livonia in which “an elderly werewolf
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named Thiess proudly but reluctantly admitted that he was a werewolf, and he detailed what his
actions were in this form (involving fighting against evil sorcerers who would blight crops, and
doing other good works as the ‘hounds of God’)” (162). Unfortunately for this Christian werewolf,
his inquisitors were not as forgiving as the priest in Gerald of Wales’s story and Thiess was
executed. Although the animalism of werewolves drives them “downward on the evolutionary
scale, into the dirt and excrement of earthly existence,” as Bernhardt-House explains, the glimmers
of humanity which shine through the fur and fangs have captivated narrative attention for millennia
(165).
The (un)natural alliance between werewolf and queer, then, starts to take shape from this
literary tradition of the sympathetic monster unjustly ostracized. LGBTQIA+ people have been
“imprisoned, socially punished, executed, or institutionalized as mentally ill,” for centuries, with
homosexuality marked as something psychiatrists sought to cure until 1973 in the U.S. and 1992 in
the U.K. (Diamond 405). “Gender identity disorder,” the medicalized term for being transgender,
was just removed from the DSM-5 in 2013, marriage equality was only just passed in the U.S. in
2015, and gay conversion therapy still threatens the mental and physical health of queer people
around the world. Is it any wonder, then, that a young lesbian just beginning to discover her
sexuality would identify with the figure of the werewolf, a hunted creature labeled a threat to the
so-called natural order? And let’s not forget that while Karen’s story is set in the 1960’s before the
AIDS crisis, ideas of sharing blood and the werewolf’s transformative bite would add further
weight to this monster’s queer meaning in coming decades. When the full moon rises and a
werewolf loses self-control, they become pathologized as almost “schizophrenic… a human
divided against itself,” both madman and animal warring for power over the same body (BernhardtHouse 163). As Karen’s clothing tears and her bones creak and break, she indeed becomes “a
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human divided” physically against herself, but as the word bubble trailing off the bottom left
corner of the page says, “I felt happy and I threw my head back,” to howl a great, bellowing
“AWWWOooooOOOo” that stretches across the comic’s following pages and the city of Chicago.
This moment of lupine liberation allows Karen to release some of the anger and confusion she must
feel, and covertly begin to understand her own lesbianism—especially as it relates to her
encounters with Missy.

Figure 7 – Karen as werewolf and Missy as vampire embrace
Missy is Karen’s best friend and crush in My Favorite Thing is Monsters. The two share a
love of horror movies and monster comics, but unlike Mama and Deeze, Missy’s mother
disapproves of her daughter’s “low-class” tastes, as she calls them. Upon first introducing Missy in
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the book, Karen explains that she has turned into a pink pompom wearing mean-girl who mocks
Karen to impress her more fashionable, mother-approved friends. But sometimes Missy backslides
from heteronormative Barbie-in-a-box to her usual self, apologizing to Karen and even inviting her
to her birthday party against Missy’s mother’s wishes. After slipping a horror comic under Missy’s
bedroom pillow as a covert token of affection, Karen slips away from the birthday party, led by
Missy, into the back stairwell of the apartment building (Figure 7). This two-page spread wraps
Missy and Karen’s tender embrace in the negative space of the staircase, making the reader pause
on this page and extending the sense of time it takes up. This is an important moment for these
girls, one in which they can finally be alone together. Ferris depicts Karen in her full werewolf
form, hirsute and hulking over Missy’s delicately feminine vampire fantasy. Missy is clothed in a
form-fitting dress, her fangs peeking out over lipstick lips like a Vampira look-alike, and Karen’s
gruesome claws gently wrap around the petite frame of her back. The visual contrast between the
two figures calls to mind Karen’s earlier equation of “boobs + monster = horror,” but here, both
girls have become monsters. One may be butch and the other femme, but their dialogue reveals that
they feel the mutual co-creation of their sexualities and identities when together. Missy says, “The
times when I’m with you are the only ones when I’m… myself,” and Karen abandons any care that
the gesture might be some kind of prank, expressing in a thought bubble, “For right now I get to
hold her in my arms and stroke her hair,” just before the disembodied voice of Missy’s mother
careens down the stairwell to interrupt their reverie. For Missy’s mother, Karen is the only monster
in this equation, a werewolf threatening to bite and turn her daughter into some creature-loving
queer. Missy calls out to reassure her mother that she was only seeing Karen out to hide her from
the neighbors and her mother cheers, “Finally you’re being sensible about that… girl!” pausing
before the descriptor of “girl” as though unsure if the label describes Karen.
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However, even the ghost of forced heteronormativity cannot completely break up this
clandestine monstrous embrace. On the outer right edge of the pages, a quick conversation
squeezes into the periphery panels as Missy asks Karen to watch a horror movie together over the
phone later that night. The wolfed-out, smitten Karen huffs a soft, hopeful, “Sure.” Queer-coded
horror movies have gotten them in trouble before, though. Here, Missy asks Karen to watch
Carnival of Souls (1962), which is known for having undertones of homosexuality or asexuality in
the main character (Walkinshaw), and in an earlier flashback, Karen describes their experience
watching Dracula’s Daughter (1936), a Universal monster movie that uses vampirism as a
metaphor for lesbianism and is now considered to be a surprisingly subversive queer horror classic
(Heller-Nicholas). As they discussed that film earlier in the graphic novel, Missy says, “I think that
the countess almost…” and Karen finishes, “…kissed her…” as they stare, wide-eyed, at their first
ever encounter with lesbians on screen. After Missy asks Karen if a woman can be a bride of
Dracula’s daughter, she presumably goes on to ask her mother the same thing and is consequently
banned from all monster media and interaction with Karen. Later, this moment, when the girls
finally reunite in the privacy of a shady back stairwell, becomes a brief, hidden reprieve from the
tyranny of Missy’s mother, who correctly suspects that her daughter’s obsession with horror is
hiding something even more strange… her homosexuality. In defiance of her homophobic control,
though, Karen and Missy literally embrace each other at the same time they metaphorically
embrace their imagined monstrous power, and once more, Susan Stryker’s words on the liberatory
potential of embracing monstrosity spring to mind. She writes powerfully, “I want to lay claim to
the dark power of my monstrous identity without using it as a weapon against others or being
wounded by it myself. I will say this as bluntly as I know how: I am a transsexual, and therefore I
am a monster” (Stryker 246). While I want to be careful not to separate Stryker’s version of
monstrosity from her transness, since transphobia comes from within the gay community just as
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often as without, her assertion of embracing “my monstrous identity” in order to harness her own
“dark power” resonates profoundly with Karen and Missy’s gay escape through monstrous
fabulation. Just as Stryker seeks to harness her own transgender rage at being called “monster,”
recreating the stigma itself into transformative power (253), so too do Karen and Missy imagine
themselves as a werewolf and a vampire to defy Missy’s mother and the social stigma against
homosexuality she represents. In this horrifying hug, they embrace both their own queer
monstrosity and their young love for one another.

Figure 8 – Deeze confronting Karen
The queer subtext of Karen’s identification with monsters comes to a head—or should I say
face—when her older brother Deeze confronts her about the werewolf avatar she illustrates herself
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as in her sketchbook diary. Figure 8 shows the full spread of this dramatic sibling show-down; the
left-hand page is completely devoted to the moment when Deeze grabs Karen by the shoulders and
forces her to look at her own face in a reflective window, while the right-hand page contains a
series of panels in which Karen returns to her wolf form and comes out as gay to her brother. These
respective moments of confrontation and coming-out face each other across the page divide just as
Deeze forces Karen to face herself. Importantly, this is the only moment in the entire book in which
Karen renders her own portrait as realistically human rather than as her cartoonish werewolf avatar.
The stylistic shift from cartoon to portrait reiterates Ferris’s “genre mash-up” of fine art and horror
comics (Chute, “Feminist Graphic Art” 168), and as Scott McCloud notes in Understanding
Comics, “through traditional realism, the comics artist can portray the world without, and through
the cartoon, the world within” (41). Karen’s surprised self-portrait takes up a whole page and asks
the reader to pause, slow down, and study this suddenly realistic face before Karen returns to the
imaginary safety of her monster cartoons. Even though at other times Karen renders her friends in
hyper realistic yet fantastical portraits that combine high art and horror motifs, she fears a real
world without monsters for herself and resists realism in her own image, preferring to dwell
completely within her own imagination. The reason for this aversion to realism becomes clear as
Deeze shouts, “Look at her! She might be a girl who needs her mouth washed out with a big bar of
soap but she is a girl! … a girl! Not Larry Talbot three quarters the way to being the fucking
wolfman!” Just as Ferris said she would rather be a monster than a girl, Karen chafes at the
gendered label Deeze repeats, as though trying to convince both of them that this term applies to
the face in the mirror. A reversal of the metamorphosis that opens the book in which Karen shapeshifts into a Larry Talbot lookalike for the first time (Figure 6), Deeze, the very person who taught
Karen her monster love, is trying to strip away the layers of fur and fang just like the priest in
Gerald of Wales’ story but is unprepared to encounter the truth lurking beneath the surface.
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After Deeze sticks her with the label of “girl,” Karen quickly bites back, “You’re the twofaced jerk!” and her wordplay conjures images of monstrous doubles: Jekyll and Hyde, Dr.
Frankenstein and his creation, the wolfman and his human half. On the right-hand page, Karen
slowly drags out, frame by frame, the conversation that follows Deeze’s initial insult. Even though
she immediately returns to illustrating herself as a werewolf, the impact of her own portrait seems
to have stuck. She has confronted the monster in the mirror, and what comes out after a string of
insults lobbied against Deeze’s womanizing ways is her assertion that, “Well we’re a lot more alike
than you know…” Deeze balks and accuses her of getting “wild-assed with boys,” but Karen
quickly snaps back that he’s not a “‘word man’ OR a ‘picture man,’” because he can’t read or see
the queerness she is clearly trying to make visible. The mixed medium of comics, this combination
of words and pictures, is hitting Deeze over the head with the truth, but in a moment of emotional
realism Karen’s actual declaration of her sexuality is less a proud, monstrous howl than a
stumbling squeak spread across three panels that, “I like… um… um… I uh… I um like… I like…
uh… girls.” Deeze’s reaction to Karen coming out—a quick comment that he’ll always love her
but she must hide the truth to protect herself—is of less interest to me than the confrontation itself.
In Chute’s chapter, “Why Gay?” in Why Comics? she describes the iconic moment in
Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home in which her father spies her ogling a “truck driving bull dyke” at a
diner and asks through a sneer if she wants to look like that flannel-clad freak with a key ring
(Chute 378). This moment of “concomitant identification /and/ disidentification” between closeted
queer father and not-yet-out queer daughter is a striking parallel to the Karen/Deeze relationship of
these pages in My Favorite Thing is Monsters (Chute 374). Deeze is a monster-obsessed artist
himself, one who turned Karen onto horror comics and took her to art museums to teach her about
Fuseli’s sexy nightmare painting when she was a kid. Now, he escapes his dark past through
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frequent sex with nearly anonymous women, but pales in horror at the idea that his kid sister might
be going through her own sexual identity crisis. In seeing herself through Deeze’s eyes for a
moment, encountering her own face as girl rather than as wolf, Karen is able to externalize the
conflict within herself about her lesbianism. Like the fur of a werewolf poking through human skin
during a violent movie-monster shape-shifting scene, the truth trickles out. Like other lesbian
cartoonists whose art was a “release” for pent up queer rage at an unjust society, Karen snaps back
at her brother for ruining her werewolf comic and insisting she is a girl, at the same time she
doubles down on her queer monster art and comes into her own as a lesbian (Chute 368). Karen’s
human portrait is not about Deeze hypocritically insisting that he sees her as a girl, but rather about
Karen seeing herself.
Although Karen’s queer werewolf delivers a ferociously powerful message about coming
out, in Ferris’s depictions of Karen and Mama we see some of the ways in which monstrous
metaphors can sometimes break down and fall apart. Although Karen’s struggles with her sexuality
take center stage in the book, her status as a mixed-race Latina woman never factors into her
plotline. When we first meet Deeze, he is immediately marked as Latino when a racist old white
lady comments on his entrance, “Hey there señor, you’re in the wrong place for your kind. You’ll
wanna flamingo dance on down to the taco joint.” Karen comments that, “Deeze always gets rude
junk like that because he looks more like my father—who is Mexican,” but we never see her
treated with the same kind of racism. Perhaps because she is lighter-skinned she can mostly fly
under the racists’ radar, but a white-passing Latina girl would still deal with racism and would
likely feel conflicted about being granted the white privilege her darker-skinned brother is not
afforded. Franklin even calls her “a white girl” at one point, which while technically true for a
Latinx person, seems to highlight that the nuance of Karen’s intersecting identities as gay and
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racially other have been lost within her monster metaphor.
I also want to problematize the figure of the “gypsy” as it is used in My Favorite Thing is
Monsters as Mama’s monster-kin. Karen’s mother is sick with and eventually dies from cancer and
as her hair begins to fall out from chemotherapy Deeze exclaims, “You look like a fucking
gorgeous Gypsy!” to praise her new headscarf. The comparison is clearly meant as a compliment,
likening Mama to a glamorous, exotic social outsider who comes from poverty but retains control
of magic and the natural world. However, in recent years many Romani have started to push back
against the exoticization of their people, with some even considering the word “gypsy” to be a
racial slur. Furthermore, the Romani have faced historic persecution—as Halberstam charts the
complicated role of blood in Gothic monster stories, he explains that in the nineteenth century the
English obsession with blood as a symbol for ancestry shifted from a concern over class, to fear of
mixing with “impure” races “like Jews and Gypsies” (16). Additionally, 250,000 to 500,000
European Roma perished alongside the Jewish and LGBTQIA+ victims of the Holocaust (U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum). The pseudo-solidarity Karen seems to promote between “good
monsters” who look strange but do no harm begins to break down, then, when a marginalized
group is positioned on the ‘monster’ side of this metaphor, rather than the ‘human’ half:
Franklin (gay and Black character) / Frankenstein’s monster
Karen (gay and Latina character) / Werewolf
Mama (poor white character with cancer) / Gypsy
I raise this issue not to dismiss Ferris’s characterizations of Karen and Mama as racist, but rather to
complicate our understanding of monstrosity as a sociopolitical metaphor. Sometimes the act of
monster making, even when reappropriated as positive, can fall into the very traps it set out to
dismantle.
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Chapter 3: Black Frankenstein Up in Pumps

Figure 9 – Franklin as Frankenstein’s Monster
After Karen’s lesbian lycanthrope, the next queer monster I will analyze in Ferris’s creepy
coterie is Franklin, Karen’s classmate and a young, Black gay man coming of age during the Civil
Rights movement of the 1960’s. Franklin’s monstrous kin is clear; in Figure 9, his portrait clearly
parallels that of Frankenstein’s monster with its looming gaze, square head, close-cropped hair, and
of course a spiderweb of scars (unconvincingly explained away by Franklin as the result of a dog
attack) stretch across meaning-laden skin. While the monster on Karen’s comic glowers ominously,
Franklin instead looks down at Karen from the top panel on the opposite page to tell her, “You’d
better RUN!”—not from him, but from the “black tornado” of nuns coming to punish Karen for
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beating up a bully. Although Franklin is a relatively minor character in My Favorite Thing is
Monsters, his comparison to Frankenstein’s monster is overflowing with historic, monstrous
meanings stretching back to Mary Shelley’s original, skin-tight Prometheus which was variably
coded as Black and queer. Franklin’s depiction in My Favorite Thing is Monsters draws upon the
same stereotypes suggested in Shelley’s work, but as Hillary Chute notes in Why Comics? (2017)
the medium of comics allows for space “in which stereotypes and expectations can be overthrown
in favor of particularity and range” (357). Franklin’s body—from his black, scarred skin to his
queer, effete mannerisms—stands in for other sociopolitical meanings just as “class, race, and
nation are subsumed… within the monstrous sexual body” (Halberstam 7). The detail and depth of
his portrayal marks him as an individual capable of playing with, or even disidentifying with, the
monstrous label with which he is burdened.
Before investigating the ways in which Franklin subverts stereotypes, it is important to
understand the epistemological legacy of black monstrosity in the West against which Ferris’s
portrayal of the character plays. Beginning in the Middle Ages, European literature like
Mandeville’s Travels began to describe people from other continents as “monstrous races” (Cohen
8). Since dark skin was associated with hellfire in the Christian mythological tradition, as the
Crusades progressed and propaganda sprung up to justify the mass slaughter non-Europeans, Black
Muslims were transformed into “demonic caricatures” deserving of their oppression (Cohen 8).
This thinking was amplified by a xenophobic backlash against dark-skinned people being brought
to Europe via the trans-Atlantic slave trade, and narratives fearful of miscegenation attached
themselves like leeches to black bodies (Cohen 10). Monstrous practices then produced monstrous
intimacies, as Christina Sharpe explains in her analysis of the slave trade on black subjects: “Proslavery politicians embraced… polygenetic arguments that attempted to make manifest,
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measurable, and readable an essential black inferiority and black monstrosity, not the monstrosity
of slavery and slavery’s complicated black performances and not the violence of the law and the
gaze” (11). As scientists insisted that Black people were genetically inferior to whites and therefore
sub-human, the “awful intimate and monstrous configurations” of systemic rape perpetuated by
white men against Black women further subjugated black bodies and black subjectivity to the
brutally cruel will of the colonial white oppressor (Sharpe 14). The inescapable legacy of slavery
continues to mark black bodies as monstrously othered when compared to their white counterparts
in the 1960’s setting of My Favorite Thing is Monsters and is compounded further by histories of
pathologizing blackness as “freaked” and “exotic.”
By the turn of the 19th century as the Western world too-slowly began to abolish slavery,
the commodification of black bodies moved from the slave auction to the sideshow. In London
from 1810 to 1811, a San woman named Saartjie Baartman was exhibited under the title of the
“Hottentot Venus,” as cheap entertainment for white guests who came to ogle her larger-thanaverage behind (Lindfors 208). She was kept in a cage, “more like a bear in a chain than a human
being,” according to one contemporary account, publicly threatened by her handler, and poked and
prodded by viewers wishing to determine if her body was “real” (Lindfors 208). When she died in
1815, her body was dissected and sold off in pieces by a leading naturalist of the day, rendering her
into a kind of deconstructed Frankenstein’s monster, literally worth no more than the financial sum
of her parts (Lindfors 210). This act of violence was also contemporaneous with Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein, which she composed in 1816 and published in 1818. While it is not clear if Shelley
intended her monster to be a metaphor for the commodification and abuse of black bodies in
Western society, she certainly “dredged up a bogyman which had been constructed out of cultural
tradition of the threatening ‘Other’—whether troll giant, gypsy, or Negro—from the dark inner
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recesses of xenophobic fear and loathing” (Malchow 103). Her portrayal of the monster lines up
closely with racist fear of non-white people, especially as the abolition of slavery in the West
Indies took the center stage of political discourse (Malchow 90).

Figure 10 – Franklin harassed on the El
In his analysis of the racial metaphors of Frankenstein, H.L. Malchow points out that
abolitionist propaganda at the time frequently depicted the semi-clothed or naked Black slave in
chains, captioned as “a man and a brother,” rendering him exotic, othered, and childlike in his
helpless suffering and degradation, which potentially accounts for the monster’s tragic ending: he
never quite reaches the status of ‘human,’ after all (99). This language of a “man and a brother”
also becomes entangled with ideas of black masculinity, and in My Favorite Thing is Monsters, we
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see Franklin’s blackness unauthenticated because of his femininity (Manditch-Prottas). The day of
Martin Luther King’s assassination in April 1968, Franklin and Karen are returning from a trip to
the Chicago Institute of Art when Franklin receives the devastating news from a homeless Black
man in an El station. A well-dressed, middle-class Black man then appears and chastises the
homeless man for speaking to Franklin about MLK, saying, “No need Pops, to tell this ‘man’ his
kind isn’t for civil rights… freaks and queers don’t have any place near decent men and women.
That faggot ain’t my brother!” (Figure 10, emphasis added). The language of this man’s insult
calls back to the abolitionist propaganda Malchow describes and, interestingly, resonates with
several untitled pieces by the Black gay artist Glenn Ligon (Copeland).
In an untitled piece from 1988, Ligon reproduced the placards held by sanitation workers
protesting in Memphis, Tennessee in 1968 (once more, contemporaneous with My Favorite Thing
is Monsters) reading “I AM A MAN,” and in another untitled piece from 1989, painted the words
from abolitionist propaganda, “AM I NOT A MAN AND A BROTHER?” (Copeland 115). As
Huey Copeland asserts in his reading of Ligon, the artist “reiterated, destabilized, and subtly
queered the declaration of manhood” through his paintings of these words, his repetition
reminiscent of the way Franklin imagines himself in drag doubling women’s portraits at the
Chicago Institute, as I will explore in more depth later (110-11). This exchange in the El also
resonates with other writing of the Black Power-era in homophobic rhetoric served to “articulate
black male failure,” “not solely or even primarily [as] an attack on one’s sexuality but rather an
attack on one’s manhood as a means of questioning racial authenticity through the language of
sexuality” (Manditch-Prottas 181). Franklin’s blackness, signified by his right to hear the news
about MLK, is labeled inauthentic by the middle-class Black man who says he is insufficiently
masculine to be either a “man” or a “brother.” Because of his status as both Black and queer,
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Franklin is excluded from both white society—white bullies frequently taunt him, calling him slurs
and cheering the assassination of MLK—as well as the shared humanity of straight, black
brotherhood, marking him doubly othered and inescapably monstrous.
While Franklin’s blackness and queerness render him monstrous in the 1968 society of My
Favorite Thing is Monsters, his difference also repositions him against a history of black
masculinity rendered monstrous. In Horror Noire: Blacks in American Horror Films from the
1890s to Present (2011), Robin R. Means Coleman argues that D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a
Nation is perhaps the first black horror film, one that President Woodrow Wilson screened at the
White House and upon which he remarked, “My only regret is that it is all so terribly true” (20).
She pays particular attention to the infamous scene, “The Grim Reaping,” in which a Black man,
Gus, played by a White actor in blackface, threatens to rape a young white girl who, rather than
have her virginity compromised, flings herself over a cliff to her death. Gus is captured by the
KKK—who are portrayed as morally upright white protectors of law, order, and the integrity of the
race—and lynched for his crime (20). This scene, Means Coleman asserts, not only iconizes a
racist vision of the sexually predatory Black male, but also strikingly parallels the scene in James
Whales’ 1931 Frankenstein in which the monster throws a young white girl picking flowers into a
river, accidentally drowning her. As Means Coleman explains, “both films capably center the
audience’s attention on a dangerous thing, highlighting and signifying monstrosity through the
juxtaposition of a triumvirate of purity—whiteness, womanhood, and child” (23). The contrasting
images of white female purity and Black male monstrosity also adorn the covers of Karen’s
favorite horror comics on which monsters lick, grab, kidnap, and torment shrieking white women.
Beneath the fur, scales, or scarred skin lurks a truly monstrous metaphor for white fear of
miscegenation. Franklin’s character and his relationship with Karen, then, breaks from this harmful
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stereotype and offers a vision of fraught but functional interracial solidarity across queer
friendships. Fraught because when a troupe of white bullies harasses Franklin after his encounter
on the El, Karen comes to his defense but is surprised when he snaps at her that he doesn’t need a
white girl fighting his battles for him, retroactively defending his blackness and masculinity that
has been called into question. Functional because together through portraiture, Karen and Franklin
reimagine the queer beauty of a young Black boy who looks a little bit like Frankenstein’s monster.

Figure 11 – Franklin’s pieces
In addition to Malchow’s abolitionist allegory, Jack Halberstam explains in Skin Shows that
Frankenstein’s monster can also be read as a coded warning against homosexuality, further
complicating my reading of Franklin’s image. Dr. Frankenstein creates life unnaturally, bypassing
the involvement of heterosexual sex with a woman to create instead, “‘a being like myself,’” which
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Halberstam asserts, “hints at both masturbatory and homosexual desires which the scientist
attempts to sanctify with the reproduction of another being,” while the monster ultimately destroys
Frankenstein’s hopes of ever creating a normal family when he kills the doctor’s bride (42). The
monster is also queer, as in odd, strange, and abnormal, in his horrid appearance—Shelley writes,
“His yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and arteries beneath,” and Halberstam
expands that its skin “barely covers his interior—the monster is transparent” (38). This stretched
skin seems unable to contain the fount of metaphors overflowing from his monstrous form; the
monster is abjection itself, and in her depiction of Franklin, Karen illustrates this idea that he is too
much to be contained. In Figure 11, she renders him in attentive detail, his lashes are soft enough to
touch, his eyes alight with a sparkle mirrored by the glow of negative space etched out behind him.
The scars on his face are transformed into marks of beauty, not horror, iridescent diagonals that
crisscross his face like a piece of shattered ceramic mended with gold solder. On the previous page
Karen says, “Franklin really did look like he’d been cut into pieces and…” before continuing in a
block letter font carved from the same negative space as the scars, “if all the pieces fell away, I got
the idea that what was inside of him was a big ball of bright light.” Franklin’s scars might visually
align him with Shelley’s Gothic monster, but it is the emphasis on his interiority that enriches the
allusion and makes him Franklin, the lost teenage boy trying to grapple with his gender and
sexuality amidst the upheaval of the Civil Rights movement.
Karen’s hyper-realistic portrait of Franklin works in the same ways as her own self-portrait
(Figure 8) and Anka’s portrait, which I will explore in chapter 4 (Figure 13). Through an intense
burst of realism, it remarks upon the world without as McCloud says, while its cartoonish emphasis
on Franklin’s glowing scars alludes to the character’s depth within (41). Franklin is constantly
caught up in the imagery of doubles—at times embodying both the monster-maker and his creation.
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Halberstam, citing Eve Sedgwick’s work on the Gothic, explains that the “Gothic… is marked by a
doubleness of space created violently by the destruction of boundaries. One space (inside, silence,
nightmare) encroaches or feeds upon another (outside, speech, experience)” (35). This quote could
be a description of Franklin’s image in Figure 11, as the light of his inside space leaks out through
the cracks in his exterior. The double-space occupied by the Gothic monster, too, echoes W.E.B.
DuBois’s idea of a Black double-consciousness: “the Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a
veil, and gifted with second-sight in this American world… It is a peculiar sensation, this doubleconsciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring
one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One feels his twoness, —an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.” I
reproduce the quote at length here to highlight the magical, near-monstrous language DuBois uses
to describe this sense of racially charged un-belonging. The Black man is a “seventh son,” his
vision “veiled” but nonetheless “gifted with second-sight.” His supernatural powers of observation
would perhaps mark him monstrous if the legacy of slavery had not already fashioned him into
white America’s bogeyman. His “two-ness,” “warring in one dark body” that threatens to be “torn
asunder” parallels the violent boundary-shattering of Gothic space, and like Frankenstein’s
monster’s stretching skin, or Franklin’s glowing scars, his body struggles to contain all that it
means. However, just as Karen’s portrait of Franklin refashions his monstrous markers, his scars,
into something alight with beauty, so too does Franklin refashion his own body’s meaning with
drag.
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Figure 12: Franklin in the Museum, Pt. 1
In a scene of fantastic play-acting for which the form of comics seems primed, Franklin,
Karen, and Karen’s imaginary ghost friend, Sandy, cut school to escape their bullies and visit the
Chicago Institute of Art. As these three poor kids wander the hallowed halls of the museum,
Franklin is taken in by the sleek, oiled portraits of beautiful women long dead, and Karen explains,
“Franklin understands clothes in the same deep way I understand monsters” (Figure 12). Over the
next three pages, Karen recreates famous portraits alongside images of Franklin dressed up as these
women, and this dreamed-up doubling functions as a kind of drag in which Franklin can explore
his gender and sexuality. We see the painting Franklin sees, but because comics can depict a vivid
internal world right next to the external, we also see how Franklin imagines himself: adorned in
lush, flowing gowns, his scars glowing lightly against his skin, draped in the poses of wealthy,
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powerful women. In Figure 12, he calls attention to the sumptuous sexuality rendered in the simple
drape of a sleeve, exclaiming, “Uh oh! The painter knew this sister. He was boasting! Just look at
that fur sleeve! Fur lined with soft soft satin, scandalous!” calling attention to its yonic symbolism,
and by duplicating the image, laying claim to some of that feminine sensuality for himself.
Our eye is caught between Ferris’s cross-hatched Portrait of a Woman by Jean-Leon
Gérôme, 1851, and Franklin’s fabulous facsimile, pulled back and forth between the double
exposure of reality and fantasy, original and imitation, the outside space of the museum and the
inside space of Franklin’s imagination. Franklin narrates over these images in word bubbles, too,
further contextualizing his drag fantasy as a celebration of female intelligence. Of Gérôme’s
portrait he remarks, “And another thing, you can tell the painter thought this woman was sexy
because she was smart! Look at her hand poised against her cheek that way. This sister was a wild
thinker!” and next to his portrait in the bottom right corner, “When a girl wears a hat that looks like
a fancy wrapped present, you can be sure that sister has a few surprise package ideas in her head.”
Through these portraits, Ferris once more plays with the concept of artistic canon, just as she did
when Karen ponders if Fuseli’s “The Nightmare” is the first horror comic. Franklin, a queer Black
youth in 1960’s Chicago, is elevated to the same status as the women in these paintings, becoming
just as worthy of aesthetic admiration and academic study when both are recreated by Ferris’s
ballpoint pen.
Reading Franklin’s impeccable imitations through the lens of Marlon M. Bailey’s Butch
Queen Up in Pumps: Gender, Performance, and Ballroom Culture in Detroit (2013), we can see
parallels between the boundary-breaking of queer performance and of monsters. Bailey uses the
word “queer” specifically to “denaturalize and destabilize categories, such as lesbian/bi/gay and
straight/heterosexual, and male/female and man/woman,” and especially as these categories are
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used to “police the line between the ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’” (17). Similarly, the monster “dwells
at the gates of difference,” its body “a rebuke to boundary and enclosure,” and definitively a
rejection of the “normal” (Cohen 7). Bailey’s book, focused on the Black and Latinx-led ballroom
scene of Detroit in the 2000’s, also provides useful historical context for how queerness was treated
within the Civil Rights movement. It was during this time that historians can mark a shifting
sensibility in the Black press from celebrating figures like Prophet Jones, a flamboyant faith healer
known for his questionably queer fashion choices, to condemning homosexuality as a “sex
perversion” which leaders like Martin Luther King Jr. warned would “threaten Black peoples’
pursuit of integration into the national polity as respectable people deserving of full citizenship”
(Bailey 13). Franklin’s homophobic encounter in the subway, which occurs in the book just after
the museum visit, haunts his phantasmatic fabulations, an unseen ghost waiting to spring upon the
freedom of these fantasies. My Favorite Thing is Monsters, therefore, asserts a complex vision of
blackness, one which holds space for both the creativity of Franklin’s drag and the homophobia of
the man’s remarks in the subway. However, just as the text allows Karen to reappropriate and
celebrate her own monstrous difference, Franklin gets to rejoice in a blackness as beautiful as the
art hanging in the Chicago Institute.
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Figure 13 – Franklin in the Museum, Pt. 2
As Franklin’s art history fantasy unfolds on the following pages (Figure 13), he tries on the
diamond-patterned kimono of a woman from an 1801 Japanese ukiyo-e woodblock print and the
extravagant robes and jewels of a European politician’s wife painted in 1529. The layers of the
kimono, Franklin explains in a word bubble, suggest a “complicated many-layered girl,” while the
next image, “isn’t so much a portrait as it is the cover of a Super Woman comic book… See that
heavy golden collar and that brooch the size of a fist? It’s a superhero suit, better than tights and a
cape…” Through this line, Ferris once more aligns comic books with high art, as “tights and a
cape” function as a visual shorthand for superpowers the same way a wealthy woman’s clothes
project her class status and financial influence. On the left-hand page, Franklin’s portrait clad in
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this so-called super-suit is much larger than the ‘original’ painting opposite him in an interesting
visual reversal of the way he previously doubled a comic book cover of Frankenstein’s monster
(Figure 9). Now, the queer Black subject is larger than, perhaps epistemologically greater than, that
which he imitates, and as arrows ping off Franklin’s cape with a cartoonish “KA-DUNK” sound he
explains, “Gold and jewels can go a long way to make a person arrow-proof. They give me the
power to defeat the villains of poverty and illness.” His declaration of the power of wealth could be
a monologue out of Paris is Burning (1990), comparable with Octavia St. Laurent reverently
touching images of models pasted to her bedroom walls, or Venus Xtravaganza monologuing about
a housewife sleeping with her husband in exchange for a new washer and dryer set. This is not to
say that Franklin has in some way “sold out” to a white capitalist mindset, but instead, as José
Esteban Muñoz explains in Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics
(1999), that Franklin’s “disidentification” with these paintings does not abandon the “politically
dubious or shameful components” of that with which one is disidentifying. Rather, disidentification
sutures together the bad and the good, the implied and the explicit, the intended meaning and the
queer re-reading like a mad scientist stitching together pieces of interlapping identities to make a
new, transformed whole.
By inhabiting the trappings of wealth and power in this drag-like fantasy, Franklin as queer
other radically asserts entry into “a moment, object, or subject that is not culturally coded to
‘connect’ with the disidentifying subject” (Muñoz 12). Returning to Karen’s opening explanation
of this scene, that “Franklin understands clothes in the same deep way I understand monsters,” we
can see how Franklin’s disidentification through drag parallels Karen’s reappropriation of
monstrosity. The clothes of these rich women were not “culturally coded” for Franklin the same
way queer people, Black people, and disabled people like Karen, Franklin, and Anka were not
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meant to “connect” with monsters. They, and the normate they are supposed to imitate, are
expected recoil with fear when gazing upon the monstrous visage on the silver screen, the comic
book cover, or in the mirror. But My Favorite Thing is Monsters offers another option: a radical,
reappropriating vision of monstrosity which enables freaks, queers, and others of all stripes to
positively understand and connect with their position as social outsiders. Karen chooses to be a
werewolf rather than a girl because she enjoys the freedom of labeling herself a monster, and
extends her monstrous metaphor to her friends, like Franklin and Anka, in order to reframe the way
society has stigmatized their differences. This radical, reappropriated monstrosity transubstantiates
stigma of difference into a dark, personal power that some, like Karen, are able to harness for selfactualization. Others though, like Anka, seem to be swept along by its currents, and are lost at sea.
Chapter 3: Dream (When You’re Feeling Blue)

Figure 14 – Anka’s introduction, Pt. 1
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Anka Silverberg begins the book dead. Karen’s quest to find her killer and solve her
mysterious murder drives the narrative of My Favorite Thing is Monsters, as she learns through a
series of taped interviews with an unknown interlocutor about Anka’s horrific experiences growing
up in pre-war Germany and surviving the Holocaust. Like the woman beset by nightmares in
Fuseli’s painting, Anka is haunted by her past, a beautiful and tragic figure who has captured
Karen’s queer, monstrous imagination. Anka is Jewish and mentally ill, both differences that could
possibly disappear from view if not for the adaptability of comics to deMONSTRate an internal
state within. Karen illustrates her as blue-skinned throughout the book, causing her to stick out like
a bruised thumb against other black-and-white characters. The page in Figure 14 is the first time
she appears in the book, aside from the cover, and it immediately speaks to what Alison Bechdel
meant by “neural pathway-altering” art in her blurb on the back cover. Ferris piles images on top of
one another, leaning hard into what Chute calls “comics’s ‘all-at-onceness,’ or its ‘symphonic
effect’,” the moment a reader takes in the whole page of a comic at once, which occurs even with
more traditional linear comics formats with straight rows of panels intended to be read left to right
(Why Comics? 25). Beginning in the middle of the page, the frayed holes at the top of Anka’s
portrait indicate that it has been drawn in another notebook, torn out, and then paperclipped into
Karen’s diary. Perhaps this page-on-a-page indicates Karen’s subterfuge in keeping this portrait,
since Anka asks her “to destroy the drawing after you’ve finished.” It also lends added dimension
to the page, making it appear as though Anka’s husband Sam, whose portrait is tucked just behind
the piece of paper, is peering suspiciously over Anka’s shoulder. Scattered bullets whizz around the
corners, framing the composition and reminding the reader that Anka is dead, shot in the heart on
Valentine’s Day, but also foreshadowing what is to come as Karen indicates with a squiggly arrow
and a crammed note at the bottom of the page, “In her lifetime Anka Silverberg had dodged many
bullets…” The text also informs us that despite the unusual circumstances of Anka’s death—“she
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was shot in the heart in her living room but was found lying in her bed with the covers arranged
neatly—just like she’d been tucked in for the night”—the police have dismissively ruled it a
suicide and refuse to investigate. Their heartlessness, implicitly stemming from Anka being Jewish,
mentally ill, or both, is a stark contrast to the loving attention Karen lavishes on her drawing of
“Mrs. S.” Pausing to commemorate even Anka’s scarab beetle earrings with the annotation, “Anka
always wore these,” Karen clearly wants to realistically capture as many details as possible,
preserving them in her diary and memory as a way of keeping her beloved friend close, or perhaps
even raising her from the dead.
Diverging from the realism of most of Anka’s portrait, with its individually traced hairs,
intricate linework shading, and honest attention to the dark bags under her eyes, Karen has drawn
Anka with fantastically blue skin. Karen explains, “She wasn’t actually blue… but she always
looked as if she might start crying at any minute.” This is the first time Anka’s mental illness is
noted. A specific diagnosis is never given in the book, but Karen describes her as habitually sad
and occasionally bordering on demented, making paranoid comments and wandering out into
Chicago’s wintertime streets half naked. Not all monstrosity is clearly visible in bodily difference,
though; when we come to a category of freak like “the mad,” for instance, it is not always visually
apparent that someone’s interior state sets them apart from the normate (Diamond 404). The
medium of comics, however, is uniquely capable of portraying this kind of invisible difference.
Anka’s realistic portrait anchors her in the external world of the story, or even the real history of
1960’s Chicago, while Karen’s artistic, cartoonish choice to literalize the idiom “feeling blue”
grants the reader new understanding of Anka’s internal character. Chute explains in her chapter,
“Why Illness and Disability?” that comics’ ability to make abstract ideas and emotions into images
is particularly useful for conveying the internal states produced by physical and mental illness, and
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that some, like the creators behind the Graphic Medicine Manifesto, even suggest that doctors
could benefit from reading comics about illness to better understand their patients (Why Comics?
250).
In addition to materializing her mental illness, drawing Anka blue is also an act of
“freaking” her form, making her skin as monstrous as the fur and pointed teeth on Karen’s wolf girl
avatar. Halberstam’s Skin Shows dissects the meaning of skin in monster stories, with the organ
becoming “a kind of metonym for the human, and its color, its pallor, its shape meaning everything
within a semiotic of monstrosity. Skin might be too tight (Frankenstein’s monster), too dark
(Hyde), too pale (Dracula), too superficial (Dorian Gray’s canvas), too loose (Leatherface), or too
sexed (Buffalo Bill)” (7). Anka’s too-blue skin serves to mark her as monster and as mad. While I
do not distinguish between “the monster” and “the mad” as separate categories like Diamond and
Poharec do, their classification of the mad is useful for understanding Anka—whether they were
being revered as profits, or medicated and institutionalized, the mad existed on the periphery of
society, neglected and isolated, just like Anka, who Karen describes as being a “shut-in” (404).
Returning to Garland Thomson’s assertion that the extraordinary body always stands in for another
meaning, Anka’s blue body is rendered extraordinary on the pages of this comic to deMONSTRate
an otherwise invisible difference, mental illness, and her sympathetic portrayal in Karen’s eyes
insists on viewing difference as ‘wonder,’ not ‘error.’ Karen never suggests that Anka needs
institutionalization or medical intervention, rather, she marks her as blue, physically and
emotionally, and then seeks to explain, not condemn, her behavior by tracing her personal and
political trauma as a Jewish woman who escaped the Holocaust.
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Figure 15 – Anka’s introduction, Pt. 2
Karen’s multilayered portrayal of Anka marks her as a complicated but sympathetic
character, not another harmful stereotype of a neurotic Jewish person, an idea held up by antiSemites in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as proof of Jews’ racial inferiority and
justification for criminalizing and pathologizing Jewish bodies (Halberstam 95). In the first page of
Figure 15, Karen’s morning routine with Anka is charted across a text-heavy page, with special
attention paid to Anka’s hands in the lower left corner. Karen explains these hands press into hers
each morning, squirreling away pieces of dark rye bread—a small signifier of Anka’s Jewishness—
with the accompanying text reading, “I admit that it’s what I’ve always called a ‘nuts on rye
sandwich.’ Then she grabbed my shoulders and made me promise not to tell anyone who gave me
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the bread… Then, as always, she looked around crazed like the bread police could be ready to
make a serious bust.” Karen cracks a joke about Anka’s “crazed” behavior, marking it as
something she sees as odd, but it is not a barrier to their friendship. She also does not completely
dismiss Anka’s paranoid thoughts, instead lending her own creativity to explain her neighbor’s
unusual actions. This page appears almost diagrammatic, as though we could chart steps one, two,
and three of this daily routine in an ‘L’ down the page—Anka at the stairs, Anka’s flurried hands
hiding the bread, Anka wishing Karen a safe journey to school, conveying the daily repetition with
which these tasks are performed. As Karen explains, Anka meets her in the shared hallway of their
apartment before she walks to school, “just like nearly every morning since I started kindergarten.”
Patience and love guide this interaction, small as it may seem, rather than ableist judgment.
The right page of this spread introduces the reader to the darker side of Anka, with Jacob
Jordaens’ “Temptation of the Magdalene” (1616) from the Chicago Institute of Art set across from
Anka on the staircase, with the Magdalene’s deformed skull mirroring Anka’s hands in shape and
position on the lower left corner of each page. Karen remarks later in the book that this painting
reminds her of Anka because of how bored she looked: “I supposed that her boredom did remind
me of Anka because Anka was kind of a shut-in…” Ferris’s eerie, cross-hatched adaptation of this
Flemish masterpiece leaves the Magdalene suspended in space, her face glowing white against a
single panel of darkness hovering opposite of Anka peering out her equally dark apartment
window. The skull—warped but warm, a jagged crack up its snout sneering at Karen, “Why don’t
ya take a picture? It lasts longer!”—signals a kind of camp monstrosity with a sense of humor.
Functioning in the painting as a vanitas, a reminder that death comes to us all, the mutated skull
also resonates with Garland Thomson’s description of curio cabinets in which the bones of disabled
people were sometimes collected by able-bodied onlookers (2). That these pages focus more on the
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skull than the Magdalene begs the question, is Anka the beautiful woman in this visual metaphor,
or a dark mysterious object to be possessed?
The text on these pages echoes the images’ mystery and darkness, with Karen’s calligraphy
jumping up in horror-comic chiller font every time she wants to emphasize a word. She describes
Anka waiting at the window and imagines a shadow lurking behind her, and continues, “there was
a kind of strange sort of… dead thing about her. She reminded me of this freaky painting in the
museum. Not that Anka looked or acted like the Magdalene holding a skull in her lap… no… it
was something about the darkness… the shadows that hung heavy above them both. It made me
smell the damp odor of the basement… the secrets of bones and other buried hidden things.”
These first three pages of Anka’s introduction carefully orient Anka into the same class of
monstrosity as Karen and her kin, and in their emphasis on hidden horror, subtly allude a kind of
lurking abjection (Kristeva). The “dead thing” that clings to Anka, presumably the trauma of her
past, is not sanitized to a ghost, a mere whisp or spirit of the past, instead it is mired in filth and
decay, invoking the kind of disgust which marks the bodily effects of the horror genre (Carroll 30).
Karen’s synesthesia around the “odor” of the dank basement, too, triggers revulsion, and the
implication is clear that these “buried hidden things” lurk in deeply repressed psychological space.
The spatial metaphor of a dark, othered place also calls to mind Susan Sontag’s opening lines of
Illness as Metaphor: “Illness is the night-side of life, a more onerous citizenship… Although we all
prefer to use only the good passport, sooner or later each of us is obliged, at least for a spell, to
identify ourselves as citizens of that other place” (3). Anka may have left her German citizenship
behind when she came to live in Karen’s Chicago neighborhood, but the trauma of her past obliges
her to travel to this night-side space of buried, hidden things within herself again and again as her
mental health worsens.
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Figure 16 – Anka half-naked in front of the El
It is the dark, hidden memories which drive Anka’s mental illness and lead her to take a
literal stroll on the night-side of life, half naked, in the freezing cold one snowy Chicago autumn
night (Figure 16). Karen and her mother find Anka and in the moments before her dysfunction
becomes dangerous and two men attempt to steal her away (saying, “Wanda! Sweetie! Yer
worrying this nice lady and her kid… the don’t know that youse just mixed yer doctor’s pills and
yer cocktails… makes ya go coo coo in the head…”) we receive a vision of Anka, paused, peering
over her naked shoulder at us as though we have just disturbed her reverie. Her exposed skin glows
blue beneath the full moon, hanging low over the city buildings and casting connotations of lunacy
alongside its ephemeral silver beams. Black marks on her back interrupt a smooth expanse of blue
skin and we learn along with Karen a few pages later that these are the inky fingerprints of Deeze,
who has been sleeping with Anka since he was a teenager and who Karen suspects of her murder.
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Whether these marks (which Mama calls “beetles and spiders,” an echo of Anka’s beetle earrings)
mar Anka’s appearance or add to it is a matter of opinion, but this page feels meaningful in its
insistence on recognizing Anka’s body as both frighteningly out of place, yet hauntingly beautiful.
If monsters exist to “make strange the categories of beauty, humanity, and identity that we still
cling to,” then this cinematic pause of a page presents Anka’s freakishly blue figure as vulnerable,
beautiful, and human (Halberstam 6).

Figure 17: Hyacinthus’ blood turns into flowers // Figure 18: Sonja’s blood on Anka’s hand
Beneath the monstrous beauty of Anka’s blue skin, blood pumps and pulses. The life-giving
nectar is not as immediately recognizable as monstrous, but following Julia Kristeva’s theory of
abjection, it is the act of turning the inside out which renders blood a symbol of horror. Cast off
from the body but still clinging to its identity as body part, blood is ambiguous, in-between,
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disruptive of natural order; it is not meant to be outside of us, but there it is, streaked along the
knife, filling the nurse’s vial, or even splattered across a sunflower (Kristeva 69). Blood as a
symbol of horror, then, becomes associated with the boundary-bending monster; Dracula being the
most obvious example of a blood-loving beast who transgresses categories of nationality, capital,
and traditional gender roles (Halberstam 14). While Anka is never marked as a vampire in the text,
blood follows her story and comes to symbolize her trauma and her ethnic difference as a Jewish
woman.
Blood first appears as a motif in Anka’s story when she is a child growing up in a brothel
in pre-war Berlin. Her mother, a sex worker in the brothel, is violently abusive, and Anka is cared
for instead by the housekeeper Sonja, an older woman who tends a large garden and teaches Anka
stories of magic and monsters from Greek mythology. Eventually, Anka’s mother sells her to the
brothel owner, who in turn sells Anka to a ghastly old man. After her assault, Anka lies in bed,
dreaming of Sonja’s story about Hyacinthus, Apollo’s lover slain by the jealous Zephyr (Figure
17). The text opposite this image explains, “Apollo had turned his lover’s spilled blood into
flowers. In my fever I imagined I was in a garden with dead Hyacinthus and the boy was bleeding
flowers that clicked like rosary beads as they fell to the floor of Sonja’s room…” This image of
blood blending with flowers on this page seems to foreshadow what is to come. Sonja poisons
Anka’s mother, causing her hair to fall out, and in revenge for her lost locks Anka’s mother has
Sonja murdered in her beloved flower garden. When Anka discovers her body, we see only Sonja’s
blood on a drooping sunflower, pinkening Anka’s small palm (Figure 18). Taking on a kind of
Christian symbolism as it had when transformed into rosary beads, blood marks Sonja’s sacrifice to
protect Anka, dripping onto flower and mixing into the floral symbolism of fleeting beauty and the
temporariness of life (Shakespeare’s Sonnet 18 whispers behind these blood-soaked blooms that
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“Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,”). As Anka stares at the blood on her hands,
Ferris’s art again literalizes a cliché metaphor about guilt and draws Anka’s interior state into the
realm of the physical, visible world. Blood makes material Anka’s childhood trauma and explains
how the abject horror of her own rape and Sonja’s murder could shake Anka’s interior state so
badly as to make her perennially depressed and monstrously blue. Overflowing with meaning,
blood dots the pages of My Favorite Thing is Monsters and eventually moves beyond personal
trauma to symbolize the political horror which unfolds over the course of Anka’s story.
Historically, as blood mutated from a signifier of class to a test of racial purity in nineteenth
century England, a new Gothic monster emerged to capitalize on the dread of difference—the
vampire (Halberstam 18). Bram Stoker’s Dracula, published in 1897, portrays a blood-sucking,
money-hoarding, sexually perverse loner preying on good, honest, heterosexual English youth. As
Halberstam explains in Skin Shows, it is easy to see how an anti-Semite’s image of a Jew was notso-subtly sublimated into the count’s monstrous form (86). Anti-Semitic fears of Jewish people as a
threat to capital, masculinity, and English nationhood were wrapped up in Dracula’s swirling black
cloak, with Stoker even befriending the antisemitic writer Richard Burton, who revived accusations
of blood libel in which Jewish people are accused of killing Christian infants and using their blood
to bake Passover matza (Halberstam 86). It is important to nuance this reading of Dracula with a
resistance to essentializing Jewishness as an anti-Semite’s monster; Jews are not vampires, nor is
Dracula explicitly labeled as Jewish in Stoker’s text (Halberstam 88). However, the anti-Semite’s
idea of “bad blood” as a biological corruptor of gender, sexuality, and socioeconomic functions is
key to understanding Ferris’s resistant portrayal of Anka (Halberstam 91). Interestingly, Ferris
never compares Anka to a vampire, but instead draws on vampire movies like Dracula’s Daughter
(1936) to make Karen’s crush, Missy, into the classic image of the dangerously seductive lesbian
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vampire. Anka’s blood, in contrast, is not a marker of her femininity or sexuality, but of her
humanity in an inhumane world.

Figure 19 – Anka pricks her finger
In another masterful use of the comics medium, Ferris calls forth Shylock’s iconic words
from The Merchant of Venice, “If you prick us, do we not bleed?” when she depicts Anka sewing
the Star of David onto her jacket as her beloved Berlin is infected by Nazism. The style of this page
(Figure 19) is notable for its traditional left to right comics panels, which Ferris uses infrequently
and alters here by having Anka burst from the lower right square, and positioning her pricked,
bleeding finger in the opposite corner of a longer panel spanning the bottom of the page. Anka’s
form is frequently breaking out of frames, bulging, swaying, tottering, as though her overlapping
complexities cannot be contained within a typical comics structure. As Scott McCloud notes in his
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description of experimental paneling, when an image is unbounded by panels and “bleeds” into the
rest of the page, “time is no longer contained by the familiar icon of the closed panel, but instead
hemorrhages and escapes into timeless space” (103). Indeed, images “bleed” and “hemorrhage”
here, leaking from Ferris’s panels like blood from a cut, and pressing at the boundaries of time and
space to create a message that feels bigger, more expansive, than just one woman with a needle.
The color of Anka’s blood and the bright red swastika superimposed over the page drive this
home—Anka’s blood marks her oppression and intended destruction as a Jewish person, an ethnic
other, and the bleeding lines of this page imply the seepage of personal narrative into a larger
political frame. The iconography—the Star of David and the swastika, both immediately
recognizable, powerful images standing in for bigger ideas—positions Anka within a greater
historical context (McCloud 27). Anka is not just one person here, but instead a symbol of the
oncoming Holocaust; one Jewish person standing in for the whole, just as a monster’s body stands
in for subliminal social fears.
In the text at the bottom of this page, Anka recalls one of Sonja’s fairy tales in which a
princess pricks her finger and her blood soaks into her sewing to make an invisibility cloak; now,
Anka’s blood instead “made me visible in a way that I’d never imagined.” Non-Jewish people treat
Anka differently as the Nazis gain power and the SS stalk the city streets. Some turn from her in
disgust upon seeing the star, others offer flaccid consolations, like the official on this page who
congratulates her on receiving a coveted printed star, rather than having to make her own. Just as
Ferris uses blue skin to mark Anka as neurodivergent, the Nazis created a visible marker of ethnic
difference to justify what Kristeva conceptualizes as the anti-Semitic idea of Jewish people
embodying the abject—“a foreign body” within the European normate “that retains a certain
familiarity and that therefore confuses the boundary between self and other” (Halberstam 18).
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Kristeva explains that the anti-Semite’s monstrous Jew embodies pure perversion, “sex tinged with
femininity and death,” and while Anka certainly contains sexuality, femininity, and the “dead
thing” haunting her from Karen’s introduction, she is positioned here as a figure of sympathy, not
derision; less a monster than a human trapped in monstrous circumstances (185).

Figure 20 – Anka on the train car
In her depictions of Anka’s journey to a concentration camp, Ferris does not portray the
kind of “monstrous Jew” corralled into cruelty by their Nazi oppressors, like some characters in
other works of Holocaust fiction (Jacobs). Instead, the image of blood transmutes into a symbol of
shared humanity as Anka rides a train car headed for a camp (Figure 20). When the crowd begins
to fight for a spot by the windows, jostling for a chance to drink from the snow falling outside, a
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man steps forward and commands order. He reaches outside the bars and gives everyone a chance
to drink from his cupped hands, and as Anka explains, “Every time he pushed his hands past the
bars of the window, the rocking movement of the train made the burred metal cut his arms. Streaks
of blood ran down his arms… I think we felt more courage after we drank the water that tasted of
coal smoke and blood… of course we needed our courage when the train reached its destination.”
When Anka steps up to take her turn drinking from the man’s hands, the brims of their hats
intimately knock against each other and her curious blue face peers up at the man as she bends
down over his scratched, bloody hands. Despite her iridescent blue skin, it is impossible to see
Anka and her fellow riders as anything other than painfully, vulnerably human in this moment.
With this gesture of warmth amidst the cartoonishly large snowflakes, dancing around their figures
to emphasize the freezing cold of their condition, the act of blood drinking is transfigured from
vampirism to eucharist. This image of blood as sacrifice supplants the anti-Semitic metaphor of
blood as impurity, and the anonymous man on the train car becomes almost Christ-like in his
suffering. Unfortunately for Anka, her sacrifice is far messier when she reaches the camp, and she
is inevitably left with the stain of blood on her blue hands.
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Figure 21 – Rats scurry amongst the fake cakes in a ‘bakery’ at the concentration camp
When Anka reaches the train’s destination, this spread of pages (Figure 21) speaks to the
true terror of Anka’s experience and resonates profoundly with Kristeva’s words on the abject
horror of the Holocaust:
In the dark halls of the museum that is now what remains of Auschwitz, I see a heap of
children’s shoes, or something like that, something I have already seen elsewhere, under a
Christmas tree, for instance, dolls I believe. The abjection of Nazi crime reaches its apex
when death, which, in any case, kills me, interferes with what, in my living universe, is
supposed to save me from death: childhood, science, among other things. (69)
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Other pages in My Favorite Thing is Monsters portray the shoes Kristeva describes, though neatly
set up in fake storefronts intended to lull the prisoners into complacency. In Figure 21, rats scurry
amongst plaster cakes in a fake bakery as Anka recoils in disgust. It is just after this moment of
abject horror that Anka must make fast, cold decisions in order to survive—she calls the man who
once bought her as a child prostitute, Herr Schultz, to free her, and convinces him to let her take six
other people out with her on the condition that she uses them to open a brothel of her own. She tries
to bring the boy who clung to her skirt upon their arrival at the camp, but Schultz does not want to
be perceived as gay and refuses, threatening to rescind his offer completely. Anka chooses to
comply and involuntarily condemns the boy to death in the camp. While Ferris positions this action
as horrific, the reader still sympathizes with Anka; Schultz is the bad guy, and Anka is simply
doing her best in the worst possible situation. But as Joelle Jacobs writes in her online article, “Of
Monsters and Menschen: A Typology of Jewish Monsters,” “Holocaust literature also features
many examples in which dehumanizing acts render the perpetrators monstrous, yet dehumanization
sometimes taints the victims with a sense of their own monstrosity in these texts… under monstrous circumstances, monsters can beget monsters” ( Anka, therefore, becomes monstrous because
of her monstrous past, her blue skin representing a mental illness derived from decades of personal
trauma and ethnic-based violence. An accidental monster, even an unwilling monster compared
with Karen’s dreams of lycanthropy, Anka refuses easy categorization, slipping like blood and skin
between good and bad, individual and symbol (Cohen 6).
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Conclusion: Many More Monsters

Figure 22: A 2017 text post from therealraewest.tumblr.com with over 50,000 notes
The story of My Favorite Thing is Monsters does not end here—Anka’s murder mystery is
left dangling on a cliffhanger, and Ferris is set to publish a second volume at some point in the
future. Beyond just the stories of these incredible characters, though, Ferris’s vision of a radically
reappropriated monstrosity promises to live on eternally through comics. Her intersecting
influences of 1960’s horror magazines and historic masterpieces like Maus paved the way for this
monster-mash-up of a graphic novel, and now, Ferris’s innovation is sure to open the door to the
odious artistic experimentation of future freaks. It will be fascinating to see what kind of eldritch
horrors spring from the minds of the next generation of queer comics creators, but that’s not to say
that Ferris is the only one already using monsters and all their meanings. Monsters signify different
things in the work of artists like Lynda Barry, whose books One! Hundred! Demons! (2002) and
What It Is (2008) both draw upon memoir writing and monster metaphors to wrestle with the
hidden demons of childhood fear and abusive parents. Monstress (2015—), written by Marjorie Liu
and drawn by Sana Takeda, is set in a steampunk universe with yes, literal monsters, and deals with
disability in ways could be unpacked through Garland Thomson’s ideas of the monstrous, freaked,
disabled body. This is not even mentioning the vast internet culture that has sprung up in recent
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years wherein LGBTQIA+ kids joke about dating cryptids and reappropriating horror movie
monsters like the Babadook as gay icons (Brammer). In fact, it was a text post on Tumblr that first
helped inspire some of my own queer monster-love (Figure 22). I remember posting a screengrab
of this joke on my Facebook page in 2017—the same year My Favorite Thing is Monsters was
published—and giggling at its absurdist humor but feeling simultaneously a profound truth in this
statement. You want to call us monsters? it asks, Fine, we’ll give you monsters.
My Favorite Thing is Monsters seems to make the same assertion through Ferris’s creative,
compassionate deMONSTRations of difference in her characters. From her assertion of horror
comics covers into a fine arts canon, to the monstrous avatars Karen assigns to herself and her
socially marginalized friends, Ferris revels in a camp aesthetic and feminist ethics that
democratizes high art and low culture. Returning once more to Karen’s concept of “good monsters”
and “bad monsters,” I wonder if this book can truly say it makes this distinction. Sometimes its
“good” characters do “bad” things, or its “bad” characters do “good” things. Deeze, Karen’s
beloved brother, probably killed Anka, while Herr Schultz, an abusive pedophile, saved her from a
concentration camp. Gangsters do favors for their neighbors, nuns beat and bully children, lovers
cheat and friends fight. Intersecting threads of race, ethnicity, disability, class, and sexuality all
tangle in the complex cross-hatching of Ferris’s ballpoint pen, and monstrosity could have gotten
lost in this labyrinth if not for the literalness of the comics medium. Susan Stryker’s radical
reclamation of monstrosity speaks to the specificity of trans womanhood being marked
monstrous—is it then possible to form solidarities across monstrosities? Or is one person’s monster
always another person’s monster maker? Perhaps only through deMONSTRating difference can we
begin to peel back the layers of monstrous metaphor and discover what lurks beneath the surface.
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